
WA R R A N T Y

year10
Manufactured

in Australia

410-530mm (140mm gas)
370-460mm (100mm gas)

400-470mm

640mm

(medium round back)

380d (from lumbar)
420d (overall)

480w

Extra Small



petite round medium back petite round high back petite square medium back petite square high back

gregory petite
ergonomic task chair

Presenting the Gregory Petite chair, a revolutionary 

ergonomic seating solution thoughtfully designed and 

manufactured in Australia. Tailored to those seeking 

a smaller seat size without compromising on comfort 

or quality, the Petite combines Gregory’s expertise in 

ergonomic design with a fresh and compact profile.

The Petite features an extra small seat depth of 

380mm from the lumbar support, and an overall 

seat depth of 420mm. This unique design ensures 

maximum comfort while providing the perfect fit for 

individuals who prefer a more petite seating solution.

Choose from either a medium or high back, 

and further tailor your choice with the Inca 

(round) or Boxta (square) back design. These 

options allow you to customise the Petite to 

your aesthetic preference and ergonomic needs, 

creating a chair that is as unique as you are.

Equipped with a user-friendly 3-lever independent 

mechanism, the Petite allows you to easily adjust 

the seat height, seat tilt, and back angle, providing 

a personalised seating experience that supports 

your posture throughout the workday.

The Petite’s back outer is crafted from durable 

molded polypropylene, and the chair features an 

anti-slip ratchet back height adjustment, ensuring 

your chair stays precisely in your desired position.

The Gregory Petite chair – a smaller seat that delivers 

big on comfort, style, and ergonomics. Choose 

Petite for a personalised, high-quality seating 

solution designed with your comfort in mind.

Range features

Manufactured in Australia

Medium or high back

Inca (round) or Boxta (square) back design

Extra small seat (380mm seat depth from lumbar 
support, 420mm overall seat pan depth)

3 lever independent mechanism with adjustable 
seat height, seat tilt and back angle

Molded Polypropylene back outer

 Anti-slip ratchet back height adjustment

Range options

Height adjustable T-arms

Aluminium base

Low gas lift

Various types of castors (e.g. soft tyre, friction etc)
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